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ABSTRACT

Free electron laser (FEL) technology continues to advance, providing

alternative solutions to existing and potential problems. The capabilities of an

FEL with respect to tunability, power and efficiency make it an attractive choice

when moving into new laser utilization fields. The initial design parameters, for

any new system, offer a good base to begin system simulation tests in an effort

to determine the best possible design.

This is a study of the Novosibirsk design which is a prototype for the

proposed SELENE FEL. The design uses a three-section, low-power optical

klystron followed by a single-pass, high-power radiator. This system is

inherently sensitive to electron beam quality, but affords flexibility in achieving

the final design. The performance of the system is studied using the initial

parameters.

An FEL, configured as a simple, two section optical klystron is studied to

determine the basic operating characteristics of a high current FEL klystron.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The military of today faces an increasingly difficult challenge in trying to

defend against state-of-the-art weapons. These new threats travel with large

velocities and pin-point accuracy requiring a defensive system that can not only

detect and classify the threat, but track and engage during a very limited time

window. Current gun and missile technology has progressed to near the limits

of capability. The cost of enhanced performance has become extremely high,

while the gains in performance are slight. The best approach for new weapons

design is to pursue a system with "light speed" capability. This leads to a re-

evaluation of laser technology.

Current shipboard anti-air defense is characterized as "layered defense."

An incoming target is detected and engaged as far away as possible. The

initial engagement weapon is the long and/or medium range missile followed by

the 5"/54 or the 76 mm OTO Melara naval guns, depending on how the ship is

equipped. Short range anti-missile missiles such as RAM and SEA SPARROW

provide another layer of protection. RAM is not yet available and SEA

SPARROW is being replaced by CIWS. The final weapon is the Vulcan/Phalanx

Close In Weapons System (CIWS) which is a closed-loop fire control system

directing a 6 barrel, 20 mm gatling gun. This system is designed to engage

targets which are a threat to the ship and have leaked through the outer

defenses. The availability of missiles and guns varies from ship to ship,

however CIWS is present on nearly all naval vessels. On some, CIWS

provides the only anti-air capability at hand.

A variety of threats must be dealt with. Long and short range surface-to-

surface and air-to-surface missiles traveling at speeds from subsonic to Mach 3

or greater, and at altitudes from "sea skimming" to 20 km provide the need for



flexibility. Additionally, low, slow flying aircraft allow for terrorist type attacks.

The low, slow flyers and the sea skimmer missiles can got fairly close before

detection. This may be Inside of the minimum range required for engagement

with our own missiles. The naval gun systems are more suited for shore

bombardment and anti-ship missions than anti-sir. Short range missile systems

are not prevalent throughout the fleet, leaving only CIWS.

CIWS has a reliable detection range of about 5000 m and an effective

engagement range of about 2000 m. A typical missile requires a number of hits

from CIWS before it is destroyed. This allows it to close to within 600 m before

it comes apart. Even if the warhead is defeated, shrapnel damage from the

flying pieces can be significant. An additional problem arises if the incoming

missile can maneuver or "jink" around, throwing off the aim. This problem can

prove almost insurmountable regardless of the defensive system in use. The

finite flight time of the interceptor allows the target to make unanticipated

alterations in its course resulting in a miss. Now, two problems are defined;

lack of an engagement weapon for the period when the target is inside of

medium weapons range but outside of CIWS engagement range, and

unanticipated target maneuvering.

The requirement exists for a weapon system with an effective range out to

about 20 km and the capability to deliver a lethal punch before the target can

maneuver. A laser can provide the required results. Energy is delivered to the

target at the speed of light which reduces the target's time window to

maneuver. At a range of 20 km, a missile traveling at 600 m/s will move about

4 cm while the laser beam is propagating from the ship to the target. The hit is

almost instantaneous which means the system need only see the target. It

need not calculate an intercept trajectory prior to engagement. The energy

required to kill the target and the average power of the laser will determine the

dwell time, the time the laser must be focused on the target. This may range
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from about 10 ms to 1 s. In either case, the target is still sufficiently far away to

prevent damage to the ship. The fire control problem for maintaining the laser

spot on target during the required dwell time becomes minor as the target gets

closer or if the target is subsonic (nearly all sea skimmers). At a 20 km

engagement range, a soft kill which merely makes the missile malfunction is as

good as destroying it.

A variety of lasers exist today. They vary in wavelength, power,

complexity, cost, availability and basic operation. For the most part, a laser is

built for a specific purpose which dictates its wavelength and power

requirements. These, in turn, affect the other variables. Once the laser is in

operation, it has limited alternative uses. This is where the free electron laser

(FEL) differs from the others. An FEL, once constructed, possesses the ability

to operate over a wide range of wavelengths. This single fact provides a

source of electromagnetic radiation at wavelengths for which no other source

exists. The high average power possible from an FEL, coupled with its

relatively high efficiency make it a very useful tool for science, industry and the

military. In some applications all three will benefit, such as employing a

ground-based laser to beam power into space for satellite usage. A specific

proposal (SELENE) is discussed in Chapter II.

The free electron laser concept was first put forth by J. M. J. Madey in

1971 [1]. Relativistic electrons traveling through a periodic magnetic field can

be made to give up energy to a co-propagating optical field within a resonator

cavity. Figure 1.1 is a simple diagram of an FEL. The relativistic electrons are

provided by an accelerator. The electron beam is then bent into the resonator

cavity and directed longitudinally down the undulator by steering magnets.

Magnets extract the electron beam at the other end and send it to either a

beam dump or some type of energy recirculation system. The undulator is a

series of magnets assembled to provide a periodic magnetic field which acts on

3



the electrons providing a transverse acceleration. The periodic magnetic field

continuously redirects the electrons back to the center-line. Mrrors are placed

at both ends of the undulator creating the optical resonator cavity. One mirror

is partially transmissive to allow for the extraction of the light. If the net transfer

of energy from the electrons to the optical field is positive, the optical field is

amplified. The physics governing this process is discussed in Chapter III.

Elecfrn Beam

Mhror Partial

Figure 1.1 A simple FEL diagram.

Science follows a normal practice of developing new technology one step

at a time. High average power laser systems are no exception. The SELENE

project requires a laser with an average power never before achieved in an

FEL. This leads to new designs and applications of technology. Before

building the final product, a smaller scale model is necessary. The Novosibirsk

proposal for a SELENE FEL is tested by the development of a slightly smaller,

less complex, and less costly model which is being built for the Center for

Photochemical Research in Russia. The system design and computer
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simulations are addressed in Chapter IV. A free electron laser configured as an

"optical kiystron" is studied to determine its operating characteristics under low

and high current conditions. This is addressed in Chapter V. Final conclusions

for the initial design and the SELENE application are presented in Chapter VI.
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II. SELENE

SELENE (SpacE Laser ENErgy) is a proposal resulting from a joint

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Department of

Defense (DoD) research program to provide a means of beaming power into

space [2,3]. It is appropriately named after the Greek moon goddess Selene

because this technology could lead to the development of all space between

the earth and the moon and of the moon itself.

A. THE SELENE PROPOSAL

SELENE utilizes a ground-based laser to convert electrical power to

optical power. This optical power, in the form of a laser beam, is fed to an

adaptive optics telescope which redirects the beam into space. The beam

travels either directly to an end-user or to a relay mirror and then to the end-

user. Figure 2.1 represents the basic system.

BEACON

S A T E I J .J T E.. ... ......... ..... ....... .......... .. ......... .i

Figure 2.1 SELENE concept.
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The ground-based laser must be capable of maintaining high average

power over a long period of time to be useful. The free electron laser can

achieve this goal. The laser uses a relativistic electron beam, a static magnetic

field, and a co-propagating optical wave to generate the amplified light needed.

Once the system is in operation, a steady supply of electrical power should be

sufficient to keep it operating. There is no fuel storage or mixing chamber

required, and no mechanical moving parts to wear out. Should the optical

wavelength need to be varied for any reason, such as maximizing the efficiency

of a particular type of photovoltaic cell, an adjustment of the electron beam

energy may be all that is necessary.

The optical beam travels to the adaptive optics telescope via a vacuum

tube approximately 2 km long. This allows the tight, high power optical beam to

expand by diffraction to a beam of approximately 1 m diameter before

encountering any optics. This expansion results in the power density of the

beam becoming small enough to be handled by conventional optics. The

optical wavefront is reshaped and the beam directed up by the adaptive optics

telescope. This telescope uses a 12 m diameter segmented mirror. Each

segment can be positioned individually, resulting in a surface which can shape

the optical wavefront so that atmospheric distortions are nullified. The

segments are positioned by a computer which samples the incoming wavefront

from a guide star. The beam travels back through the atmosphere along the

same path arriving with minimal distortion.

A propagation path straight up is desirable in order to minimize energy

losses due to propagation through the atmosphere. The use of an aerostat with

a relay mirror located at about 80 km above the telescope will allow a fairly

large area of space to be covered by the beam, while significantly reducing the

path length within the atmosphere, thereby reducing atmospheric losses and

distortion. This reduction will simplify the adaptive optics computations.
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B. SPACE-BASED USES FOR AN ENERGY TRANSFER BEAM

The requirements for electrical energy in space are currently met by

employing a variety of energy collection and storage devices. Mainly, energy is

collected by solar powered photovoltaic cells and stored in batteries, or

provided by onboard fuel cells or nuclear power systems. Often, a combination

of these provide the needed electrical power. There are, however, some

drawbacks.

Batteries are heavy and make up a large percentage of the satellite

payload. They are necessary though, enabling the satellite to operate during

"shadow" periods when the sun's illumination is not available. Weight restraints

dictate that the minimum battery storage capability necessary to ensure

continuous satellite operation be provided. This results in the battery

undergoing deep cyclic discharges, shortening its long-term, useful life and that

of the satellite. Additionally, the photovoltaic cells are continuously bombarded

with space debris, reducing their efficiency. The amount of electrical power

sent to the batteries over a given time period is less. Advances in technology

mean that today's satellites have a greatly expanded capability over those of

ten years ago. This expanding capability necessitates an increase in the

demand for electrical power. Either photovoltaic cells and storage batteries with

higher efficiency and lower weights or the capability to provide additional energy

to the satellite during peak usage is needed. Power beaming can meet the

excess power requirements of all satellites.

Fuel cells provide the necessary fuel for station keeping, optimizing the

satellite's position. As this fuel is exhausted, the satellite begins to move away

from its intended position, reducing its usefulness until it is so far out of position

that it is no longer useful. Now the multimillion dollar satellite is useless space

junk. The time required for this to take place may be a period up to 10-12

years. from satellite launch to expensive space debris. The life-time limitation
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imposed on satellites by finite fuel cells need not continue. If the new satellites

were fitted with electric propulsion systems, such as hydrazine electric arc jets,

power beaming could provide an endless supply of power for station keeping,

removing this liability to satellite life expectancy.

Currently, the cost of launching a satellite is about 6,700 dollars per pound

for low earth orbit (LEO) and 72,000 dollars per pound for geosynchronous

earth orbit (GEO). The economic impact of excess weight is detrimental to any

satellite program. The use of a space tug with an induction ion thruster or

some type of plasma thruster powered from the ground could significantly

reduce the cost of putting satellites in GEO. This tug would hook up in LEO

and haul the satellite out to GEO over a period of perhaps 20 days. Exact

placement in orbit eliminates the need for a kicker motor which is almost as

large as the satellite itself. Tremendous cost savings could be realized. Today,

if a satellite is sent to GEO and malfunctions, it is lost fo.,-- ,. Hundreds of

millions of dollars are gone with zero return. The availability of a space tug

would allow the economic recovery of the satellite back into LEO where it can

be repaired or retrieved by the space shuttle. The repair of the Hubble

Telescope in 1993 by the crew of the space shuttle proves that the repair

capability exists. Salvage of two or three expensive satellites could cover the

entire cost of the SELENE power beaming system.

Looking well into the future, the development of the moon could be

achieved if a cost effective power system could be provided. The SELENE

system leaves all of the large, heavy parts on the earth where they can be

tended to as necessary. Photovoltaic cells and batteries are all that need be

transported to the moon. The continuous availability of power beamed from the

earth would reduce the required battery capacity over that needed if solar

illumination were the single power source. Thus an ample, reliable source of

power could lead to many new technological developments in the environment

9



of space and the moon.

C. POWER BEAMING VERSES SOLAR ILLUMINATION

The vast majority of the power consumed by space-based systems is

provided through the use of photovoltaic cells which transform the sun's

electromagnetic radiation into electrical energy that is stored in batteries until

needed. Figure 2.2 Is a graph of this energy conversion efficiency verses

radiation wavelength. The solid curves are the normalized solar spectrum.

dashed curves indicate the operating envelopes of the photovoltaic cells nan.

with each curve. Along the top of the graph, a number of other laser sources

are named with their appropriate wavelengths marked.

COpW lTMpt NYAO• ,. ----

*J f 4
U P I A II Gak-

40 4-%m

I' I

o 10

S.3 6. .7 6.J 1.1 1.31 1.5 1.7' 1.*
WAVLUIGI1, pm

Figure 2.2 Various photovoltaic energy conversion curves for broadband
solar radiation.
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Common silicon (Si) cells have a broadband efficiency of 10-15%, and the

newer gallium-arsenide (GaAs) cells come In at about 20-30%. Using the

appropriate wavelength, Si cells will peak at 40% while the GaAs ceils top out

at 60%. Relatively high efficiency is achieved using a wavelength of 0.84 lun.

It is evident that a power beam of proper wavelength will provide much more

power over a given time frame when compared to solar illumination. This will

allow the use of smaller solar panels with the satellite still receiving the same

amount of energy.

Another consideration in selecting the laser wavelength is atmospheric

absorption. A graph of percent transmittance verses wavelength is given in

Figure 2.3. The three different plots represent different zenith angles and air

masses. On a clear day and with the use of an aerostat, one can expect to

achieve nearly 92% transmittance at 0.84 I.m. Without the aerostat, over 80%

70deI

60

30
0.3~~ t" 0.5 0 UWE 0. 05 09 1 11 1.

0 ,,

W. 1 1W" la 11 .

VOqRNIU14 - PM

Figure 2.3 Electromagnet radiation percent transmittance through the
atmosphere for various zenith angles based on wavelength.
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transmittance is still possible [4]. A large portion of the high average power

beam will make it into space, transferring power to the satellites.

D. NOVOSIBIRSK GROUND-BASED LASER PROPOSAL

Dr. Nikolay A. Vinokurov of Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics,

Novosibirsk, Russia has made an accelerator/FEL design proposal for the

SELENE project [3,5]. This design would Initially provide an average power of

100-200 kW scalable to 10 MW, providing sufficient power to meet the goals of

SELENE.

The Novosibirsk design proposal is illustrated in Figure 2.4. It utilizes a

four pass, race-track microtron-recuperator (RTMR) feeding a relativistic

electron beam into a four-section optical klystron and, finally, a single pass

radiator. The electron beam would then be sent back through the RTMR to

recover most of the beam energy.

The RTMR accelerator will provide an electron beam with energy on the

order of 100 MeV to the optical klystron. The optical klystron is made up of four

IRACrzrTRACK M ICROTRON-RECU PERATOR

Figure 2.4 Novosibirsk FEL proposal incorporating a race-track microtron-
recuperator, multi-section optical klystron and single pass
radiator.
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identical undulators separated by dispersive sections of equal magnetic

strength. These undulators are placed between two mirrors forming the

resonator cavity. Steering magnets located after the last undulator will extract

the electron beam from the optical kiystron and send it to a single pass radiator

where the laser light used for power beaming is formed. The physics governing

the optical klystron and the radiator is discussed in the next chapter.

13



III. FREE ELECTRON LASER THEORY

The FEL consists of three basic parts; a relativistic electron beam, a static,

periodic magnetic field and a co-propagating optical field. The theory of

operation can be fully discussed using classical mechanics [6]. In this

discussion, a number of parameters are used which will be defined in the

following section.

A. DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS

The static, periodic magnetic field is provided by the undulator. This is a

series of magnets arranged so that the magnetic field is periodic along the

longitudinal axis of the undulator. The undulator is described by the

dimensionless undulator parameter K = eU.o / 2Xmc 2 where a is the electron

charge, I is the undulator rms magnetic field strength, X is the undulator

wavelength, m is the electron mass and c is the speed of light. The distance

along the longitudinal axis over which the magnetic field oscillates one full

period is X. The length of the undulator is L = NX., where N is the number of

magnetic field periods within tne undulator. The electrons interact with the

optical field along the entire length of the undulator. The interaction time is

given by the dimensionless time z = ct / L where C = 0 -+ 1.

The relativistic electron energy is represented by the Lorentz factor

= E i c2 where E is the beam energy and mc2 is the electron rest energy.

As the electron moves down the undulator, its phase with respect to the optical

field is given by (=(k + k0)z(t)-cot where k=2x/X and k=2x/X. are the

wavenumbers for the optical wavelength and the undulator wavelength,

respectively, X is the optical wavelength and o)=kc. During operation, the only

values that change are the electron's longitudinal position z(t) and time t.

14



Since k>>ko, the change in electron phase is g• = kAz. The electron phase

velocity is simply the dimensionless time derivative of the electron phase,

v(,c)- ,(,)-L[(k+k,)Pz(t)-kj. The electron velocity in the z direction

(longitudinally along the undulator) is cp,. When v-0, the optical and

undulator field forces are resonant. The resonant optical wavelength determined

by v=0 Is X = X0 (1 +K 2)/2"2.

Additional dimensionless parameters will be defined throughout this

chapter as they arise.

B. ELECTRON TRAJECTORIES AND DYNAMICS

The type of undulator is determined by the magnetic field it uses. A linear

undulator has a series of magnets along its length which provide a periodic

magnetic field and generates linearly polarized light. The helical undulator uses

coils of conducting wire wrapped around the beam line with I current flowing in

opposite directions in altemating turns. The helical magnetic field can be

represented by

S= B [cos(k4z),sin (koz), 0 , (3.1)

where B is the magnitude of the magnetic field, k = 2x / X,. is the wavenumber

of the undulator and z is the position along the longitudinal axis of the

undulator. The helical nature of the undulator allows for the cancellation of all

longitudinal components of the field, leaving only the transverse components on

axis.

The electric and magnetic fields of the light within the FEL are given by

t = E [cos•/,-sinvj, 0 ],(3.2)

S= E [sinV,cosV,0] , (3.3)

where E is the magnitude of the optical electric field, = kz - (ot + € with
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k - 2x I X being the optical wavenumber, X the optical wavelength, ce=- kc is the

optical frequency, and # the optical phase.

The forces acting on the electrons within the undulator are described by

the Lorentz force equations

S=f(+Ox Bt) (3.4)
dt mc

9_. (3.5)
dt mc

Y = ( 1 - 0. 2 - Pz2) - 1/2 (3.6)

where 9 is the optical electric field and At is the sum of the optical and the

undulator magnetic fields, and c0. is the electron's transverse velocity. The

magnetic field from the undulator is the dominate field moving the electrons in

the transverse direction.

Substituting (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) into (3.4) results in

-- =--[E(1- pz)(cos v,-sin V,O)+pz B(-sin(k,,),cos(k z),O)] (3.7)

For an FEL, Pz = 1 so that E ( 1 - P 2z ) -cOz B and the transverse optical force can

be ignored. The terms proportional to E are from the light only and the terms

proportional to B are from the undulator only. Equation (3.7) simplifies and can

be integrated to determine 0.,
V= _K[cos (k.z),sin (k. z),0] 0 (3.8)

assuming the electron is injected perfectly along the z-axis so the constant of

integration is zero. This allows (3.5) to be solved, giving

j1 = eKE cos (ý + (3.9)
dt ymc

with • = (k +k) z - ot representing the electron phase. When the argument of

the ccsine function is positive (-x/2<ý+*<r/2), the electrons gain energy from

16



the optical field. When it is negative (z/2< c+#<3x.2), the electrons give up

energy to the optical field. After converting to dimensionless time, dt= Ldz/c,

(3.9) becomes

d= " (3.10)

Substituting (3.8) into (3.6) gives

•z==l1+K2

p'2 - - (3.11)

which is differentiated with respect to % resulting in

31K , (3.12)

0 0where (...) = d(...)Idr€. Solvng (3.12) for 1'and combining it with (3.10) yields

= 'mnc1pz .o r, (3.13)

The electron phase differentiated twice with respect to r gives

t =L(k+ko)Az • (3.14)

When combined with (3.13), and assuming k-k 0 , the resonance condition

X = X• (1 +K 2 )/2y2, and recalling that pz = 1, results in

00 4xNeKLE

= 2 e C 2  cos(ý+)=lacos (+ ) s (3.15)

Here, lal=4xNeKLE/1y2mc 2 is the dimensionless optical field strength.

Equation (3.15) is the electron pendulum equation which governs the electron's

phase-space motion within the undulator and under the influence of the optical

wave.
0

Recall that the electron phase velocity v = = L [ (k + k4 ) z - k I = 0 when

resonant undulator and optical field forces exist. This leads to the resonance

condition X. = X0 (1 + K 2) /2y2 . The output optical wavelength of the FEL is
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controlled by K, X. and y. The undulator wavelength X. is part of the design

and Is not easy to change once built. The electron beam energy y, and

undulator parameter, K, are easily altered allowing the FEL to be tuned over a

large range of wavelengths.

The preceding derivation assumed perfect electron injection. This means

that all electrons entering the undulator are exactly on axis and, on the average,

move straight down the z-axis. This is roughly true but not exactly. The quality

of the electron beam is described by the beam emittance, e = rbg, where rb is

the rms initial electron radial position and 9 is the rms initial angular spread of

electrons away from the z-axis. Either rms value can be altered by external

focusing, but the product E is fixed. The angular and position spreads are

matched to prevent excess focusing or expanding of the beam along the z-axis

by requiring Kkorb = ,. This results in a maximum emittance of e = yX.2xNK

[6].

Beam quality is also characterized by the spread in energy of the

electrons. The initial dimensionless phase velocity of the electron, v., depends

on the square of the electron energy so that a spread in electron energy will

result in a spread in initial electron phase velocities, Av = 4zNAY/Y [6].

Every electron moving into the undulator is uniquely defined in phase-

space by a specific phase, ý., and phase velocity, v.. Each electron then

evolves governed by (3.15). As electrons give up energy to the optical field,

their phase velocity decreases. If they take energy back out of the field, the

phase velocity increases causing them to move ahead more rapidly than

electrons with lower energy. This results in bunching of electrons. Equation

(3.15) also indicates that the maximum energy loss by the electrons occurs in

the vicinity of (+o) =- x resulting in an amplification of the optical wave.
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C. THE SELF-CONSISTENT WAVE EQUATION

The complex optical wave equaton is written as

[•'• 21•]'--• 4.4'3'(3.16) •

where

X=. E(t) [slnv.,cos -,0] (3.17)

k

and ,7. is the transverse electron beam current and , is the vector potential for

a circularly polarized plane wave. The optical phase is V=kz-wot+#(t).

Assuming the optical field amplitude and phase vary slowly, E k roE and

-c o4, and no x, y or z dependence, (3.17) substituted into (3.16) with all

terms containing two derivatives dropped yields

8E = -2xl " e, with 91,[cosi#,-sin V, 01 (3.18)at

and

Ea*- =2x7,"92 with 4 :[sin Wpcos W,0) ,(319)

where 91 and 92 are orthogonal unit vectors.

The transverse electron beam current is a summation of the contributions

of individual electrons. Each electron provides

= -ebc( 3 )(?-1 (t)) , (3.20)

with $., from (3.8), 4 the position of the ith electron and 8(3)(...) the three

dimensional Dirac delta function. Taking the dot product of (3.20) with the unit

vectors results in

etKc 8COS (* +_)e
•' ~ Yt :#•isil +)]63• - (3.21)[csin(-+t*)]

Assuming a constant electron density p and summing over all sample electrons,
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combining (3.18), (3.19) and (3.21) gives

S=-2xeKcp < 0os( +) > ,.(3.22)
1'

Ej = 2zeKcp < 9in(C+#) > (3.23)

which shows that if E >0, light energy grows. This occurs at + = x

Recall the definition for the dimensionless optical wave amplitude,

la = 4xNeKLE /Y 2mc 2 . Assuming that the electron energy stays fairly constant,

the value in la I that will change with time is E. Therefore,

4xNeKL2  (3.24)
= 

2mc3 E *(.4

which, when coupled with (3.22) gives

a _N(exKL) 2  e-J> (3.25)

This simplifies the wave equation to

; = -j<e -,> ,(3.26)

where the dimensionless current density is given by j = 8N(exKL) 2pI(Y3mc 2).

For a linear undulator, the optical field goes as a(z) -+ a(f) [Jo(t)- JI(-j)

and the dimensionless current density goes as j -_ j [Jo(;) -_Jl(4)] 2, where

4 = K2/2(1 + K2 ) and Jo and J1 are Bessel functions. An additional factor

affecting the dimensionless current density is the "filling factor", F = xrb2/xo

which describes the cross-section overlap between the electron beam and the

optical mode reducing j -* jF.
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D. PHASE-SPACE DIAGRAMS

Electron evolution within the FEL is governed by the pendulum equation

(3.15), while the optical wave evolution is governed by the wave equation

(3.26). These two equations are coupled by the dimensionless current density

J. The magnitude of j dictates how the optical wave will respond to the

bunching of electrons within the undulator. This coupling normally holds in both

weak (lalcx) and strong (lal> 1x) optical fields for high (j1) and low (j< S1)

current.

Phase-space diagrams are useful in understanding what happens during

FEL operation. The pendulum equation (3.15) is periodic within the optical

wavelength, so that only one wavelength need be studied to see what is

happening throughout the FEL. Phase-space is a plot of the electron's phase

and phase velocity ( ,v) with respect to the optical wave. Figure 3.1 is such a

diagram with low current i = 1, a moderate field ao =4 and at resonance vo =0.

*** 7~,Z, Phase Space Zvroluti£on ***
Ju %=4 v o,,

61 GaLn 0.15

V T

0

-n23c/2 0 It 1

Figure 3.1 Phase-space plot for electrons entering at resonance, vo =0.
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Each electron has an Initial phase and phase velocity given by (( ,v,).

These are shown in light gray. As the electrons move through the undulator,

they each evolve in accordance with (3.15). On the diagram, their color

darkens until it becomes black at c = 1. Since the electrons follow a simple

pendulum equation, the phase-space plot can be associated with a mechanical

pendulum. Unstable fixed points occur at (3x/2,0) and (-x12,0) representing a

pendulum at the top of its arc. Here, its position is farthest from center and its

velocity is zero. Electrons finding themselves near these points will evolve

slowly. The position (x/2,0) represents a stable fixed point, where the

mechanical pendulum is at the bottom of its arc. The separatnx, the curved line

in the plot, separates electrons with open orbits from those with closed orbits.

Open orbits reflect a pendulum with sufficient energy to swing completely

around and occur outside the separatrix. Closed orbits indicate periodic orbits,

thus lower energy. These occur within the separatrix. The equation defining

the separatrix is

vS = 2 lal[1-sin(;s+*)] . (3.27)

The total height of the separatrix is 4 la 1112 relating it to the optical field

strength. As light is amplified, the separatrix grows.

The two graphs on the right-hand-side of Figure 3.1 indicate the evolution

of the gain and the optical phase. Gain is the fractional increase in optical

power. Initially, there is no gain and no change in the optical phase. For these

conditions, there is almost no gain at the end of the undulator. The phase

evolution shows a change of A#=0.1 at the end of the undulator.

A monoenergetic electron beam will have all electrons with the same

dimensionless phase velocity v.. At resonance, v =0, maximum coupling

should occur. However, the electrons also have a random spread in initial

phase ý,, so that just as many electrons gain energy as loose it. Figure 3.1
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shows this balanced evolution. In order to achieve a net positive gain, the

electrons should have a slightly higher phase velocity allowing them to give up

more energy then they take. This is Illustrated in Figure 3.2 which uses the

same current and field, but a higher phase velocity v.-2.6. The electrons start

with a phase velocity of v. = 2.6. The electrons to the left experience an

increase in phase velocity causing them to move to the right, increasing their

phase position. Those to the right loose energy, reducing their phase velocity.

*** 3 PIMe Phase e Sece rongluthon ***
:)-1ao4 vo,,2.6

-x/2 U 3/2 0 "9 1

Figure 3.2 Phase-space plot for electrons entering with v. 2.6.

This results in spatial bunching of the electrons and coherent radiation. Now

more electrons are giving up energy to the optical field than are taking energy

from it. A net increase in field strength is the result. Eventually, sufficient

energy will be given up with a corresponding reduction in phase and phase

velocity causing the electron bunch to be in a position to start absorbing energy

from the optical wave. Since the goal is to remove energy from the electrons,
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amplifying the optical field, the time in the undulator should end prior to this

occurring.

F_ FEL GAIN

Gain represents the increase in optical field power as a function of time -T

()2  (3.27)

where a. is the initial optical field strength at -z-0. The upper-right graph on

the phase-space diagram is a graphic representation of the gain.

When the current j is low, each electron looses an average energy of

,ymc 2(<v>-v, )/4xN which results in a gain of

G()= [ 22cos (vo )J-vsin (v),z , (3.28)

assuming a monoenergetic electron beam uniformly distributed in phase. If the

phase velocity is far away from resonance, Ivolx, the net gain will be very

small. Good coupling occurs when I v. I S x, which gives a range of about 2z.

The FEL natural gain bandwidth is derived from the relation &v, =4UNAy/y,

giving the natural gain bandwidth as

IkI - 1(3.29)r 21

Figure 3.3 is a weak-field, a. = 1, low-current, j = 1, FEL gain spectrum

and optical phase shift depiction with the phase velocity being varied from

-12<v, <12. The gain spectrum is asymmetric about v. = 0 with the most gain

achieved at v. = 2.6 and the most absorption at v. = -2.6. For each v., the

gain and optical phase are plotted for 'r = 1. The optical phase undergoes very

little change when in a weak-field, low-gain regime, but the maximum change

A=C.08 occurs at resonance vo=O.
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Figure 3.3 Weak-field, low-gain FEL gain spectrum and optical phase shift plot.

The gain and phase curves shift along the phase velocity axis as a

function of beam energy, Ay=yAv,/4xN centered on the resonant energy

y = L(I +K 2 )I2XI]" 2 , or optical wavelength AX=-'Av./2xN centered on the

resonant wavelength X = )X,( 1 +K 2)2")2 .

Higher beam current can lead to higher gain through an increase in the

dimensionless current density. With an electron beam size comparable to the

optical mode size, the dimensionless current density becomes j - IN3X" 2 . For a

fixed optical wavelength, j increases with the cube of the number of undulator

periods and/or as the beam current increases. This relation is not without

limits, since the FEL sensitivity to energy spread and beam quality increases

with an increase in N which decreases the natural gain bandwidth.
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When high current density, jmx, Is used, the complex optical foeld and

gain equaions become

3o e. j" (3.30)

and

[.Ll #Sr'cG()= - (3.31)

9

both of which are now a function of the dimensionless current density only.

Additionally, the optical phase shift becomes significant,

S(1)1=/3- . (3.32)

As j becomes very large, the slightly higher phase velocity required for gain in

the low-gain case becomes negligible and the gain spectrum centers on v. -0.

Since gain experiences exponential growth, the gain bandwidth may be defined

as the range over which the gain is reduced by I / e which gives v. = 4J116.

Figure 3.4 is the gain spectrum for a moderately high-current, weak-field

FEL with j=100 and a.=1. The peak gain occurs atv. = 1.6. As the gain has

increased, the peak gain phase velocity has moved closer to resonance, v. = 0.

Additionally, the bandwidth has approximately doubled in size. The optical

phase shift is also large compared to the low-gain case given in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4 Weak-field, high-gain FEL gain spectrum and optical phase shift
plot.

F. OPTICAL KLYSTRON

The purpose of configuring an FEL as an optical klystron is to increase

gain in weak optical fields. In order to construct the optical klystron undulator,

the undulator described in earlier sections is divided into two sections which are

separated by a "drift space" or "dispersive section". The first section, called a
"buncher", prepares the electrons for bunching by developing the phase velocity

differences which allow the bunching to occur. The drift space is an open

section which allows the electrons to continue their evolution without interaction

with the optical wave. Here is where the actual bunching takes place. The

second section of the undulator, the radiator, now continues the normal

electron-optical wave interaction with the electrons now bunched. This is where

the c.)herent radiation is developed.
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The drift space can be achieved by two methods. The first is to have an

actual distance over which the electrons travel with no light wave interaction.

This is simply made, but can result in a rather large resonator cavity. The

second method is to use a dispersive section, which is a magnet that forces the

electrons far off centerline in an arc with a length equal to the drift distance

desired. The effect is the same while the physical dimensions of the dispersive

section are much smaller. The strength of either type is given by the

dimensionless drift time D. This can be _;atermined by the number of

equivalent undulator periods you wish to represent through the equation

Nd

where Nd is the length of the drift space given in undulator periods and N is the

total number of periods in the undulator.

The equations governing electron and optical wave evolution are the same

as before when the electrons are within the undulator sections. This occurs

during 0<s<0.5 and 0.5<c<1. At c = 0.5, the electrons are far off resonance,

so the interaction does not exist. Here, the only change in electron phase is

caused by the constant phase velocity, v, of the electron as it traverses the

dispersive section, A, = vD. The change in phase velocity of the electron is

Av = 0 because there is no electron-optical wave interaction. This lack of

interaction allows the electrons to bunch without causing the optical field

strength to grow.

Figure 3.5 is a gain spectrum and phase shift plot for an optical klystron

with dispersive strength D =2, weak-field, ao=0.1, and low-current, j=0.1.

Figure 3.6 is the same plot for a regular FEL The differences are readily

apparent. First, note that the maximum gain is approximately 6 times higher

when using an optical klystron configuration. Additionally, the phase shift due

to the klystron is about 4 times larger. Expressions for the gain and phase shift
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Figure 3.5 Low-current, weak-field optical klystron gain spectrum and phase
shift plot.
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Figure 3.6 Low-current, weak-field FEL gain spectrum and phase shift plot.
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when using the optical klystron are

G(v,) -I Rsin(vD) (3.34)4

and

0v,)LDow (y.D) (3.35)

The maximum gain is about j D/4 when v. = x/2D. When the value of D >0,

large gain can be achieved with lower values of J compared to the conventional

FEL From (3.35), the spread in initial phase velocities should be kept to
&V,<-- x/D which is smaller than the value required for a regular undulator.

This indicates that the optical klystron is much more susceptible to electron

beam quality, both emittance and energy spread.

Another feature of Figure 3.5 is the number of maximums which occur

within the range I vo I s 2z. The resulting natural gain bandwidth is another

indication of the susceptibility to beam quality. The stronger the dispersive

section, the tighter the requirement on beam quality. We will see that as the
optical field strength increases, the benefits of the klystron are lost.
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IV. NOVOSIBIRSK FEL

A team of scientists in Novosibirsk, Russia, are currently building a high

average power FEL for use at the Center for Photochemical Research in

Russia. This design tests the theories and technologies required to build the

proposed system for the SELENE project.

A. THE PROTOTYPE

The Novosibirsk 51 MeV race-track microtron-recuperator (RTMR) [7] will

provide a beam of relativistic electrons to the FEL klystmn. This electron beam

consists of micropulses of 20 - 100 ps in length with a repetition frequency of 2

- 45 MHz and a peak current of 20 - 100 A. The klystron and radiator are

shown in Figure 4.1. The FEL klystron consists of three identical undulators of

length L = NX. where the undulator wavelength is X0 = 9 cm and the number of

undulator periods is N = 40. It is proposed that each undulator is separated

from the next by dispersive magnets equivalent to D a 0.5. The optical

resonator mirrors located at either end of the undulator are 79 m apart. The

single pass radiator is an identical undulator separated from the klystron by a

ELECTRON 13EAM D DDA

#1H UND#2 UND3

FEL OPIICAL KLYSTRON

Figure 4.1 FEL optical klystron and radiator configuration.
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dispersive magnet equivalent to D = 0.25 which imparts a 4 mrad bend on the

electron beam. This bond removes the beam from the klystron oscillator and

injects it into the radiator. The radiator extracts energy from the bunched

electron beam beginning with spontaneous emission. The efficiency of the

oscillator is limited to il = 2 % so that the electron beam may be reintroduced

into the RTMR for the recuperator phase.

The prototype has N = 160 undulator periods for the system (radiator and

klystron), with N = 120 for the optical klystron alone. The undulator parameter

K = 1.4 corresponds to an optical wavelength of X = 13 gm with Lorentz factor

y = 100. This value of K results in , = 0.3. The total length of the undulators is

L = 1440 cm for the system, or L = 1080 cm for the optical klystron. The

electron beam peak current is I = 100 A, and the beam area is xrb2 = 0.03 cm2.

The average filling factor is F = 0.018 for the system and F = 0.023 for the

optical klystron. These values give a dimensionless current density of j = 180

when simulating the entire system, and j = 100 when simulating just the klystron

oscillator.

The dimensionless klystron strength, or "drift time" D, can be varied to

maximize the power out of the radiator while minimizing the power within the

klystron. Initially, D = 0.5 for each dispersive section within the klystron and

Dr = 0.25 for the dispersive section separating the klystron and the radiator.

When simulating the klystron alone, D = 0.67 and Dr = 0.33 are used to account

for the shorter total undulator length, since the dimensionless parameters are

scaled to this length. The value D, is still used with the klystron to provide an

indication of the electron bunching that has taken place just prior to entering the

radiator.
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B. OPTICAL FIELD STRENGTH LIMITATION

The FEL klystron is designed to create electron bunching in weak optical

fields. This is important because strong optical fields in the klystron oscillator

would cause mirror damage. Here, we will calculate the maximum allowed

optical field strength in the klystron oscillator.

A wide range of mirror materials can be used, each having its own

maximum power density limit. These limits vary from 10-100 kW/cm 2. A

maximum power density of PM = 5 kW/cmr2 is assumed in order to assure a

safety margin independant of the mirror type.

The dimensionless optical field strength at the mirrors is determined

through the relation,

lal= 4xNeKLE = 4xNeKL [LCP2 (4.1)

where PM = E2 c /8x is the optical power density. The beam spot size at the

mirror w is related to the beam spot size at the waist wo by

w2= w 1_+ ] , (4.2)

where the mirror separation is S = 79 m, and the resonator Rayleigh length is
zo = xw2,2/ Conservatio- of energy requires that w a2= w2 a2. The maximum

optical field strength within the FEL klystron is then

ao 1 a 1+ 42 1ý ,

Using an optical beam waist of w. = 2rb and an optical wavelength of X = 13 Aim

for the prototype FEL, the Rayleigh length is z0 = 4 m. Equation (4.3) then
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gives a maximum dimensionless optical field strength within the klystron of

ao = 8. This is well into the strong field regime, a. > x ,for both a normal FEL

and an FEL klystron. In an FEL klystron, good electron bunching can be

achieved at much lower values of a, if the electron beam quality is sufficient.

Therefore, if this field strength causes the klystron oscillator to saturate and

operate in steady-state, it would not damage the mirrors.

C. ELECTRON BEAM QUAUITY

The electron beam quality from the RTMR can be described in part by the

emittance, e = rbg where rb is the rms initial electron radial position and 9 is the

rnms initial angular spread of electrons away from the z axis. Either rms value

can be altered by external focusing, but the product F is fixed. The angular and

position spreads are matched to prevent excess focusing or expanding of the

beam along the z axis by requiring Kk rb = -. This results in a maximum

emittance of e = y•/2cNK = 0.2n mm-mrad for this system before the gain is

reduced [8]. The design emittance of e = 0.4 mm-mrad [9] is predicted to cause

some loss in gain.

Beam quality is also characterized by the spread in energy of the

electrons. The initial dimensionless phase velocity of the electron, v., depends

on the square of the electron energy so that a spread in electron energy will

result in a spreau in initial electron phase velocities. The design energy spread

is Ay/y = 0.045 % leading to a spread in initial electron phase velocities of

&v = 4N,&y/y = 0.9 [10].
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D. SYSTEM SIMULATIONS

One-dimensional computer simulations of the FEL klystron and radiator

system were conducted to determine the sensitivity of the design to the electron

energy spread, Ayly, and to the initial angular spread of electrons, 0, which

forces a spread in initial electron position due to the fixed value of emittance.

The spread in electron energy is represented by a Gaussian distribution in

phase velocity about v. having a standard deviation of a( = 4NNA/IY. A

Gaussian distribution in electron injection angles, assuming a matched beam, is

equivalent to an exponential distribution of phase velocities with characteristic

width a* = 4xNy2D2 / (1+K2). Using various values of OG and as, simulations

provide an indication of the system's sensitivity to electron beam energy spread

and emittance. [6]

Figure 4.2 shows the simulation results for a single pass through the

oscillator and the radiator with a mono-energetic beam and perfect beam

injection (OG =oe = 0). The initial optical field amplitude, a. =0.1 , is in the

weak-field regime. The dimensionless phase velocity, vo =0, results in

maximum gain for the given parameters. The dimensionless current density in

the radiator is j, = 3500. This value was determined by assuming a filling factor

for the radiator of about F = 1/3 based on three-dimensional simulations

including the effects of optical guiding [8]. The left plot shows the final position

of electrons in phase-space. The upper and lower curves indicate the

separatrix which delineates the regions of open and closed phase-space paths.

This simulation utilizes 40 sample electrons and plots only their final positions at

,r= 1. The top right plot shows the optical power evolution as a function of C

along the undulator length t=O-+1. The vertical axis is the natural log of the

dimensionless power which is defined as P = la 12. The lower plot shows the
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Figure 4.2 Phase-space simulation for prototype system with a perfect electron
beam.

evolution of the optical phase ý as a function of r: along the undulator length

There is some increase in optical power as the electrons pass through the

FEL three section klystron from z: = 0 to r = 0.75 . When the electrons enter the

radiator at time r = 0.75 , the optical field is reset to zero, but the electrons

remain at their values of ý and v. After time c= 0.75, the power rapidly grows

from spontaneous emission and amplification by the bunched electron beam, as

seen in the power evolution from t = 0.75 -+1.0. The final dimensionless power

is about P = 11,600 which is equivalent to an actual peak power density of

77 MW/cm2. The RTMR provides a continuous train of electron pulses. The

pulse width divided by the pulse separation distance gives a duty factor of

0.0009. Application of the duty factor to the peak power density yields an
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Figure 4.3 Phase-space simulation for prototype system with electron beamenergy spread sufficient to reduce output by half.

average power density output of 69 ntcme2 for a perfect electron beam.

Values of as and ae that would each, independently, cause the final power

out of the radiator to drop by about half were sought to provide a measure of

sensitivity of the system. Figure 4.3 shows the simulation results using an
electron beam energy spread Ay/y =0.04%, or GG = 0.8. The initial phase

velocity has been adjusted to maintain maximum gain. A, total of 100,000

sample electrons are used to limit the sensitivity of the simulation to shot noise.

The final phase-space positions of 500 sample electrons are plotted giving a

good indication of their spread. The net energy transfer from the electrons to

the optical wave has been reduced. The final power has dropped to about

P = 5000 , which gives an average power density of 30 kWcrn 2, about half of
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the value obtained with a perfect electron beam. This Indicates that the

prototype FEL klystron will be sensitive to electron beam energy spread. The

SELENE design with an additional undulator section in the FEL klystron would

require an even smaller energy spread.

Figure 4.4 shows the simulation results for a mono-energetic electron

beam with a spread of injection angles given by as - 0.7 , which corresponds to

an rms Injection angle of 9 = 0.32 mind. The final power P = 5600 is again

reduced by half from the perfect beam case. The fixed value of emittance,

E= 0.2x mm-mrad leads to an rms initial position spread of rb = 2.0 mm.

1=-15o Jr.35oo V,,16o ao,,O.l oe-oO.7
D,,O. S OrO. 25 vo,,1. Iord-O

22 9

v ": --------- W- 0

0

-22 LM

-x/2 3/20 0 1

Figure 4.4 Phase-space simulation of prototype system with electron beam
injection angle sufficient to reduce output by half.
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Figure 4.5 Phase-space simulation for prototype system with initial parameters
for electron beam energy spread and injection angle.

The FEa . klystron and radiator prototype uses estimated parameters.
Figure 4.5 is a phase-space plot of the system using these values. The value

of aq = 1.1 was calculated assuming an electron beam radius of rb = 1 mm and

the emittance fixed at e = 0.4 mm-mrad. The dimensionless phase velocity v.

has been adjusted to optimize gain as would naturally occur in the FEL klystron.

The final electron positions in phase-space are spread out more than in Figures

4.3 and 4.4 due to the slightly larger values representing energy spread and

emittance. The final power out is P = 1280 which gives an average power

density of about 7.5 kW/cM 2. The small differences in a( and 09 cause the

large difference in final power out indicating the system's sensitivity to beam

quality and energy spread.
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L SUMMARY

The prototype SELENE proposal uses an FEL klystron for electron

bunching. This allows the optical field strengths within the klystron to be kept

low. However, the multisection klystron Is sensitive to the electron beam

energy spread. Adding more undulators would Increase the sensitivity of the

system. The power density limitations within the FEL klystron allow for strong

optical fields If desired. This may allow the use of a simple undulator to provide

the electron bunching reducing the sensitivity to energy spread. More

simulations will be used to determine the best possible combination of

parameters. Some of the parameters that can be changed are: the strengths of

each dispersive magnet, the undulator lengths, the number of undulators within

the FEL klystron, and the undulator field strength and the length of the radiator

undulator. The large number of variables could result in more than one "best

design".
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V. GAIN IN THE FEL OPTICAL KLYSTRON

The FEL optical klystron referred to In Chapter IV was selected because of

its ability to bunch electrons under conditions of weak optical fields, lalc:.

Historically, applications of the FEL optical kiystron have focused on raising the

gain of low current FELs driven by storage rings with j<S 1. However, the

dimensionless current density for this design is j= 100 for the optical klystron.

This value is well Into the high current regime. The high current FEL optical

klystron may not behave like a conventional klystron and warrants further study.

The research results on the high current klystron are new and are presented

here for the first time. This chapter will look at the effects of high current and

large D on the gain of a simple, two section optical klystron.

A. LOW GAIN

Recall the gain and phase relations given by (3.34) and (3.35),

G(v,) = D sin (vD) ,(5.1)
4

and

4 .(NO) J-D cos (y.D) ,(5.2)

8

which provides a peak gain of JD14 at v,=x/D in the limit as D-+.- and

v. -+ 0 and j D <1. Figure 5.1 gives the gain spectrum and phase shift for a

low-current, j=0.1, weak-field, a0 O=0.1, optical klystron of modest strength,

D = 1. Here, the maximum gain is 0.04 which is slightly higher than that forecast

by (5.1). This fact is accounted for because D is still small. As the klystron

strength is increased to larger D, the peak gain moves closer to (5.1) as is

illustrated by Figure 5.2. The strength has been increased to D = 5, and the
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Figure 5.1 Low-current, weak-field, moderate optical klystron gain spectrum
and phase shift curve.
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Figure 5.2 Low-current, weak-field, strong optical klystron gain spectrum
and phase shift curve.
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gain has increased to about 0.14, much closer to the forecast peak of 0.125.

Additionally, the number of peaks within the rang. Iv.I< 2x has Increased, again

indicating the sensitivity to electron beam energy spread.

Another consequence Is the increase in pha&-o shift Indicated by the two

figures. As the phase shift increases, it begins to affect the resonance

condition which will eventually affect the gain.

B. HIGH GAIN

Increasing the product j D will increase the maximum gain and the

maximum phase shift. As mentioned previously, a large phase shift will affect

the resonance condition resulting in a change in the energy transfer from the

electrons to the optical wave. Figure 5.3 depicts an optical klystron with a

**** Gain and Phase Curves ,**,
j"2 ao 0 .1 D-5

Gai:n i14.57

'W AVATT vlve TMINOT a VA V0.0

-4.57

3.1

0.0

_-3.1
-12 V0  12

Figure 5.3 High-current, low-field, strong optical klystron gain spectrum and
phase shift curve.
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lWWger current, J=2, and D=5. The field amplitude is kept low at a,=u0.1. The

maximum gain has Increased dri I to 4.51 which indicates the gain

curve no longer follows (5.1). The phase shift has also experienced a large

change, giving a maximum of 2.9. A readily apparent feature is that the gain

curve is no longer asymmetric about v. nor does it show equal areas of

radiation and absorption. At most values of v., the energy flow is

predominately from the electrons and into the optical field.

Increasing j even more, j=100, results in Figure 5.4. The optical field

strength has been reduced to ao=0.0001 to ensure af,,<l. The maximum

gain has increased to 5476, and the areas of absorption have disappeared.

The gain curve now resembles a modulated curve from a normal FEL

configuration for large current, as shown by Figure 5.5, thereby losing the

**** Gain and Phase Curves ****

J=100 ao0.0001 D=5

0.0

__________________ __________________-5476

3.1

0.0

-3.1
-12 Vo 12

Figure 5.4 Higher-current, low-field, strong optical klystron gain spectrum and
phase shift curve.
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Figure 5.5 High-current, low-field FEL

benefits of an optical klystron.

A comparison of Figures 5.4 and 5.5 indicate some interesting results.

Immediately apparent is the enlarged natural gain bandwidth for the optical

klystron under high current conditions. The limitations imposed on beam quality

and energy spread by a low current klystron appear to be eased as the current

increases. A much larger spread in v. will still result in net positive gain.

Additionally, the maximum klystron gain, 5476, is over 70 times higher than that

of a normal FEL, 76. Figure 5.4 also indicates an apparent increase in the

optical field saturation level. Field saturation will be discussed in the next

section.
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C. SATURATION

The optical klystron will continue to amplify the field until saturation is

reached. The optical field at saturation is a,=21D [11]. When a02as, the

electron phase evolution becomes complicated, resulting in a decrease or loss

in electron bunching and gain. Figure 5.6 shows this behavior. The optical

field strength has been increased to a,=5 with J=0.1 and D-1. The gain

curve is asymmetric with a maximum gain of 0.01 compared to 0.04 in Figure

5.1. The maximum phase shift has also been significantly reduced.

As the strength of the klystron increases, the electron distribution becomes

p()= p [1+---sin(-v, D)+...] , (5.3)

**** Gain and Phase Curms ****
J-0.1 a&,5 D=1

0.01

0.0

____ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ -0.01

0.004

-0.00

-20 Vo 20

Figure 5.6 Low-current, strong-field, moderate optical klystron gain spectrum
and phase shift curve.
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where p is the electron density. As the product a. D increases, the amplitude

of the modulation increases and the electrons bunch at (x/2+v, D)= z for

maximum gain at v,=x/2D. The derivation resulting in (5.1) and (5.2) only

works if ao D c 1. Therefore, the stronger the klystron, the weaker the optical

fields need to be. [11]

Figure 5.7 shows an optical klystron identical to that of Figure 5.2 except

that the optical field has been increased to a. = 1.0. The maximum gain has

dropped off to about 0.05 in stronger optical fields.

**** Gain and Phase Curves *
o-a0 ou 05

Gain 0.05

A' 0.0

-0.05

0.025

0.0

____ ___ ___ ____ _ _ ___ ____ ___ ___ __ .-0.025

-12 Vo 12

Figure 5.7 Low-current, medium-field, strong optical kiySiron gain spectrum and
phase shift curve.

The preceding discussion dealt with low current optical klystrons. Figure

5.8 shows the results for a high current, j=100, moderate field, a,=1, strong

klystron of D =5. When compared to Figure 5.4, the width of the spectrum has
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increased, indicating a larger natural bandwidth. The curve has more structure

which peaks to the right of v. =0. The maximum gain has decreased by about

a factor of 8. The phase evolution appears to be similar.

**** Gain and Phasm Curves *

j100 aa=o-1 D-5

Gain •745

0.0

_-745
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__-3.1
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Figure 5.8 High-current, medium-field, strong optical klystron gain spectrum
and phase shift curve.

Figure 5.9 is the result of the same simulation with the optical field strength

increased to a=10. The range of v. has been increased to show the

complete curve. The width of the spectrum has increased slightly, the structure

has increased markedly. The maximum gain continues to decrease; this time

by almost 2 orders of magnitude. However, it is still significant gain. The

phase evolution has experienced major changes. It now somewhat resembles

the phase shift structure of the normal, high current FEL with superimposed

rapid oscillations.
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Figure 5.9 High-current, strong-field, strong optical klystron gain spectrum
and phase shift curve.

When the high current optical klystron reaches saturation, the first

undulator imparts a significant phase shift on the electrons. They proceed

through their normal cycle of bunching and radiating while still within that first

undulator. Upon reaching the second undulator, the electrons are sufficiently

randomized as to effectively shut off the second undulator. This results in gain

and phase curves resembling a normal, high current FEL.

D. SUMMARY

The FEL optical klystron is efficient at bunching electrons in weak optical

fields. This provides the opportunity to achieve large gain in the presence of

weak fields with some limitations. The maximum optical amplitude within the
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resonator cavity must be kept low to prevent the degradation of the klystron

benefits.

A low gain FEL klystron, limited by J D < 1, will achieve a maximum gain of

j D /4 as the strength of the klystron is increased, provided a weak optical field

is maintained. As the strength D is increased, the sensitivity to beam quality

also increases. This may provide a limit to the maximum strength of the

klystron through the users ability to provide a high quality electron beam.

If the product j D becomes greater than 1, the high gain regime is entered.

Now the optical field grows significantly and the phase change is greater. This

alters the resonance condition which creates an imbalance in the energy flow.

More energy is transferred to the optical field with little or none being absorbed

by the electrons. The field grows sufficiently to defeat the purpose for using an

optical klystron, gain in the presence of weak optical fields.

In the high current optical klystron, stronger optical fields reduce the

maximum gain while increasing the natural gain bandwidth. This makes them

less susceptible to electron beam quality. Additionally, their gain and phase

shift curves, over a range of v., begin to resemble those of a high current FEL

The major difference is a much higher gain from the optical klystron.
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Vl. CONCLUSIONS

The proliferation of "high-tech" weapons throughout the world Is fact and a

matter of grave concern. These weapons may be difficult to develop but, once

proven, the only requirement for possession Is money. Countries of any size

may acquire them for any purpose. The end result is the need for an adequate

defense, capable of defeating any threat encountered.

Quantum leaps in the advancement of current weapon-systems are

unexpected. Most conventional systems have been pushed to the end of their

capabilities. The next step Is to develop "light speed" type weapons which can

engage the threat while it is sufficiently far away to preclude damage to the

defending platform. The pursuit of systems capable of achieving this is slow,

but advancing.

A number of laser systems exist which allow for the development of

tracking and targeting subsystems. The availability of the high average power

necessary for continuous engagement is still lacking. TRW has developed a

chemical laser designed to fit in the volume of a 5" naval gun. This system

would allow the testing and evaluating of a laser weapon system in an ocean

environment. The next step appears to be a free electron laser based system.

The FEL provides the potential for high average power over a large time

period. Additionally, the ability to tune it to the most affective wavelength

makes the FEL a versatile weapon. Continued studies and experiments will

eventually turn out system of sufficient size, weight and power to fulfill the

needs of the military. Most systems today are built without concern for weight

or durability. These factors must be considered in potential shipboard designs.

The SELENE project proposes to use a ground-based laser to beam power

into soace for a number of space-based applications and will go along way in
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proving the technology. The initial goal is to achieve an average power -5f 200

kW, scalable to 10 MW in the future. An FEL is the most likely candidate laser

for the project.

Scientists in Novosibirsk, Russia are building a laser system for use at the

Center for Photochemical Research in Russia. This FEL is made up of a

multisection optical klystron coupled to a single-pass radiator, fed relativistic

electrons from a race-track microtron-recuperator. The system is expected to

provide an average power in the kilowatt range. This will demonstrate the

technology capable of meeting the needs of SELENE.

The Novosibirsk FEL optical klystron design proposes a three section

klystron with a total of N=120 periods and a dimensionless current density of

j =100. The strength of the klystron is D = 0.67 for each dispersive section or 80

undulator periods worth of "drift space" each. The klystron is in the high gain

regime. The gain spectrums shown in Chapter V indicate that high gain

resulting from this configuration will result in strong optical fields. The purpose

of this FEL klystron is to bunch the electrons while maintaining weak optical

fields. The radiator will extract the necessary energy from the bunched

electrons. An optical klystron with a lower current would be appropriate for this

system. By reducing the number of undulator periods within the klystron by

half, the current would be reduced to about j=17. This approach is worth

further study.

The high gain and resulting large optical field within the FEL klystron will

likely begin to destroy the electron bunching, thereby reducing the power

extraction by the radiator. With some possible modifications, this system could

prove ideal for fulfilling the needs of the SELENE project.
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